
Kevin Godley Launches CONVERSATIONS
WITH MYSELF

Kevin Godley - Linguistic Errors of Judgement

A Series of Spoken Word Companion

Pieces to the Album Tracks From “Muscle

Memory”

ASHEVILLE, NC, USA, March 11, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- “I’ve been talking

to myself a lot recently. Not because no

one else will or I’m losing my

marbles…it’s how I write lyrics. I juggle

random lines until things make some

kind of sense, but the world I was

writing about for my album Muscle

Memory increasingly made less sense

than I did, so I ended up with a landfill

of questionable observations that l

wanted to get off my chest while the

cultural goalposts were still moving.

CONVERSATIONS WITH MYSELF is the

result: a series of spoken word companion pieces to the album tracks that sit somewhere or

nowhere between drama, comedy and full-on bile spitting arguments.  

“The pilot episode ‘Linguistic Errors Of Judgement’ digs deeper into the song ‘Cut to the Cat’ and

will be released 25/03/21 on Spotify, Apple, Deezer, Amazon and YouTube.” -  KG 

Listen to CONVERSATIONS WITH MYSELF: https://soundcloud.com/state51/5057805664925a/s-

BuCHpFxy4b7

To pre-order: https://www.amazon.com/Linguistic-Errors-Judgement-Explicit-

Godley/dp/B08YDCN4H3/ref=sr_1_10

“Muscle Memory” marks Kevin’s first time fronting a project. His lyricism is cutting, political and

provides a mood similar to film dialogue over classic pop lyricism. Gun control, societal unrest,

racism and questions regarding political correctness make for some of the most striking lyrical

content likely heard on an alternative pop record. This is a dark record from someone not known
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Kevin Godley - Muscle Memory

for dark themes.

Kevin’s career features numerous

exceptional albums and sees him as

one of the most important pioneers of

the pop music video. “Muscle Memory”

is a fitting addition to this body of

work, offering a provoking, daring new

insight into Godley’s creative practice.

The forthcoming CONVERSATIONS

WITH MYSELF series takes this

revealing process even further.

Album track list: 

1) Expecting a Message

2) The Ghosts of the Living

3) Hit the Street

4) The Bang Bang Theory

5) 5 Minutes Alone

6) Cut to the Cat

7) One Day

8) All Bones are White

9) Periscope

10) Song of Hate

11) Bulletholes in the Sky

12) A Suicide of Angels

To purchase Kevin Godley’s “Muscle Memory”: https://www.amazon.com/Muscle-Memory-Kevin-

Godley/dp/B08QSDRHMQ/ref=sr_1_1

Kevin Godley social media: 

Official website: http://www.kevin-godley.com/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/p/BvcGX_ZgN22/

Twitter: @kevingodley9

Subscribe to Kevin Godley’s mailing list: 

https://kevingodley.greedbag.com/subscribe/

For more information please contact The state51 Conspiracy: support@strate51.com
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